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INTRODUCTION

The Koran is the most memorised book in the world. Every
Muslim child learns by heart some chapters—suras in
Arabic—for their daily prayers. Millions learn the whole
book as an act of devotion. Since the Koran is the word of
God delivered to the Prophet Muhammad, to recite it, hear
it, study it and memorise it is to be close to the divine.
Although the Koran is written in Arabic, many non-Arabs
learn it by heart without understanding it.

How did the Koran come about? The story of the Koran
is the story of Muhammad’s prophetic experience. He was
born in about 570AD in the town of Mecca in western
Arabia (now Saudi Arabia). His father died a few months
before his birth and his mother also died while he was still a
small child. He grew up in the care of his uncle, Abu Talib,
who was a trader. Muhammad learned to lead caravans car-
rying goods to and from Syria. He was a contemplative,
upright and honest young man. The Meccans called him Al
Amin, the trustworthy one. His marriage to a rich widow
gave him more time for contemplation. He rejected the
polytheistic creed of his society and opted for a monotheis-
tic faith called Hanifiyyah, which traced its origin back to
Abraham. Among its rituals was an annual retreat for a
month into a solitary place. Muhammad chose a cave out-
side Mecca for his retreat. In the year 609AD, while he was
in the retreat, he saw a vision that invited him to read from
writing in front of him. But being illiterate, he could not.
The vision recited for him the following ayas, or verses:
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Recite: In the Name of thy Lord who created,
created Man of a blood-clot.
Recite: And thy Lord is the Most Generous
who taught by the Pen
taught Man that he knew not. [p651]
He later learned that the vision was the angel Gabriel

delivering the words of God. This experience, which is called
wahy (revelation), continued with messages delivered to the
Prophet who memorised them and called upon his people to
convert to the monotheistic creed. His wife Khadija and
some close friends and relatives followed him. Women and
slaves looked upon him as a liberator and saw in his rejection
of polytheism a rejection of tribalism, which was at the root
of the lawlessness of their society and its endless feuds.

These revelations were committed to memory by
Muhammad’s followers and were also preserved by his
scribes, who wrote on palm leaves, shoulder bones and
parchment. They were organised into chapters and one of
the Prophet’s wives was entrusted with this material.

As the written record used consonants only, the vowels
were determined by the oral version. Thus the two sources,
the written and the oral, secured for us the authenticity of
this Holy Book. A master copy of the text was published less
than two decades after the death of Muhammad. The
Koran, like the Prophet and Islam, emerged into the full
light of history.

Muslims study the story of the revelation, collection
and the final publication of their book with fascination
and pride. Any book delivered by an illiterate person is a
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miracle. But the Koran is not just any book. It has an
inimitable Arabic style of exceptional beauty and clarity.
The opponents of the Prophet could not resist the power
of the message and the charm of its expression. One of
them, having listened to some passages, said, “it is daz-
zling, melodious and cannot be the words of a human
being. It must be magic!”

The Koran is organised into 114 suras of varying length.
The shortest is three verses and the longest is 287 verses.
There are over 6,000 verses and nearly 78,000 words in all.
It is important to realise that the names of the suras are often
taken from one word or one story within the chapter, so the
title should not be taken as its exclusive subject.

The Koran was revealed over 23 years, but neither the
suras nor the ayas are presented in the order they were
received. The Prophet arranged the book in its final shape,
and Muslims do not like to disturb it.

The Koran is at the centre of a Muslim’s life. The Muslim
system of belief is derived from it, as are the basic rules of
conduct. The Koran covers ethics, law and references to ear-
lier Prophets but above all it expounds the unity of God and
his attributes, and also argues for the authenticity of
Muhammad’s claim to be the messenger of God to all
humankind. Ethical and legal verses are often linked to
reminders of the Day of Judgment when the virtuous will be
rewarded and miscreants punished. There are some graphic
portrayals of the pleasures to be enjoyed by the pious in
Paradise and the tortures to be suffered by sinners in hellfire.

The stories of earlier Prophets are not meant as historical
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narratives but as precedents and examples in the arguments
of the Prophet with his contemporaries. Thus the story of
Moses is used to argue against human arrogance and claims
to divinity and to assure the followers of the Prophet that
the might of their Sustainer is greater than that of their tor-
mentors. The story of Abraham is used to demonstrate that
idols are not worthy of worship. 

Jesus is mentioned in the Koran over 30 times. He and
the Virgin Mary occupy a special place in Islam. The Koran
does not accept the Trinity, which does not fit into its rigor-
ous monotheism. Jesus is said in the Koran to be the
Messiah who is born by immaculate conception to be a
Messenger of God to revive the message of Moses. He is
reported by the Koran to have instructed people never to
worship him or his mother. The story of his birth is told in
the sura entitled Mary, or Maryam in Arabic [p302].

A final note on the translation. A translation of a literary
text can never capture the beauty and majesty of the origi-
nal. Some translators abandon style in favour of delivering
the meaning as faithfully as possible. Professor Arberry, who
was an exceptionally gifted Arabist and master of English
writing, attempted to convey in English as much of the
beauty of the Arabic style that he could. This makes his
translation unique. He aimed to produce a text that would
be both authentic and enjoyable. I think he was successful.

Dr Zaki Badawi
Director of the Muslim College, London
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ARTHUR J ARBERRY (1905-1969) was born
in Buckland, Portsmouth, and educated
at Pembroke College, Cambridge. In
1944 he was appointed to the chair of
Persian at London University. In 1946
he became professor of Arabic and
head of the near and middle east
department and in the following year
he returned to Pembroke as Sir Thomas
Adam’s professor of Arabic, a post
which he held for the remainder of his
life. He published over 60 works on a
wide ranges of topics in Arabic and
Persian studies.

Translation by Arthur J Arberry
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